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Visual Essentials of Anatomy & PhysiologyÂ combines a visual approach with a modular

organizationÂ to deliver an easy-to-use and time-efficient book that uniquely meets the needs of

todayâ€™s studentsâ€”without sacrificing the coverage of A&P topics required for careers in nursing

and other allied health professions. This book is geared toward students enrolled in a

oneâ€“semester A&P course.Â Â Â 
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Lots of pictures and diagrams that complement the book's challenging read, but a fun and great

necessity towards a career in biology, nursing and the health field. If you're thinking of studying A &

P, I would highly recommend this book to start with.

Anatomy and physiology are difficult subjects but this book made it easy and fast to learn. The

visuals are not only labeled with a name but also include information about it. I highly recommend

this book!

It was awesome how it was packaged in a box and it had air bags to protect it. What was even more

awesome was the fact that it came in a day earlier than it was projected to arrive.It's a really good

book as a supplementary resource. I'm a visual learner, and the diagrams are wonderfully made.



And gosh, the way it's structured - it's so organized.Sure, there's lots of content to learn, but it takes

a bit of perseverance, and this book sure helps a lot.

Gonna be really cool to just have to take my kindle to class instead of a big huge book awesome

Great text book that includes lots of diagrams and pictures with detailed explanations of the human

anatomy. Good compared to other textbooks.

So much to remember but illistrated well. Gives a very good overall picture of the human body.

Great book, came on time, low price, easy to return!  is the best for renting!

Excellent condition and cd highly recommended for others to purchase from
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